
rshgdhtdhhxh,  

 

Lately Advertising and Design, one of the most competitive fields of study at New York 

City College of Technology is getting more student than we can completely house. Yet, some 

who take the field serious and have the visual work to progress far do not have the attention to 

continue their growth. For this reason Advertising and design students require more internship 

opportunities so that we can help these students jump into learning more about their career 

choice. Yet, I do believe that not all students in the field deserve this honor thus I would like to 

send students who have proven themselves in terms of grades, devotion, and ability to take 

criticism. 

I would like to not only send students who I know will progress but actually establish a 

relationship with these programs. I want them to know that we don’t send out people who are 

gonna be more of a hinderance than a beneficial contribution to their company. To do this I 

would have the professors of my department watch the students carefully for students who; Are 

attentive, care about their work, finish work on time, and have a “ready to go attitude for 

working”.  We simply ask for a short weekly evaluation from the mentor to help us decide what 

kind of students we should send in the near future. 

Finally, I would like to talk about the plan that Dr. Doh would like to implement where 

we would set up an onsite assessment program for workplaces that are considering mentor our 

students. I would like to ask you to join knowing full well that once you see that students and 

their interest you would see why I want to establish relationships. We will provide for you needs 

in showing the students a little on the field and we want you to understand that our students are 

professional and eager .  

 

Sincerely, 

Karl Jagdipsingh 

5/14/2014     


